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Absence of Shapiro-Like Steps in Certain
MesoscopicS-N-S junctions

In dc transport through mesoscopicS-N-S junctions, it
has been observed [1] that as the temperature is increa
the Josephson coupling rapidly disappears, but the pha
dependence of the conductance persists to much high
temperatures and decreases only as 1yT. In a recent
Letter [2] ac dynamical effects in such junctions were
discussed, and it was shown that this type of phas
dependent conductance should lead to Shapiro-step-l
features, which would also decrease in size only as 1yT. In
this Comment it is pointed out that such a phase-depende
conductance cannot, by itself, lead to the formation o
Shapiro steps.

A simple model for anS-N-S junction is given by the
following expression for the currentI:

I  Jsfd 1 GsfdV , (1)

whereJsfd is the Josephson current,f is the supercon-
ducting phase difference across the junction,V  dfydt
is the voltage, andGsfd is the shunt conductance (I , f,
andV are time-dependent quantities; we have seth̄y2e 
1). In the standard resistively shunted-junction (RSJ
model, the conductanceG is taken to be independent of
f. When the junction is driven by a dc and an ac bias
Eq. (1) allows for phase locking between the ac Josep
son effect and the ac drive, over a range of values of th
dc current. This gives rise to Shapiro steps in the time
averagedI-V curve.

In long diffusive junctions such as those considere
in Ref. [2], the Josephson current becomes vanishing
small, Jsfd  0, at temperatures which are still well
below the critical temperature of the superconductin
electrodes. In this case no phase locking takes place,
can be seen by directly integrating Eq. (1) over time [3]
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Here G 
R2p

0 Gsfd dfy2p is the phase-averaged con-
ductance, andIdc and Vdc  limT!` ffsTd 2 fs0dgyT
are the time averages, or dc components, ofI andV. Thus,
the time-averagedI-V curve for a junction described by
Eq. (1) with Jsfd  0 is completely unaffected by the
phase-dependent part ofG—in such junctions an ac drive
does not bring about Shapiro steps. This is independe
of the nature of the applied bias (current or voltage).
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The structures considered in both the theoretical
and the experimental [1,4] work are somewhat mo
involved, with additional external normal leads. A norm
current IN flows through these leads in response
a voltage VN applied to them. The corresponding d
differential conductanceGN was shown in Ref. [2] to be
multivalued when the frequency of the ac Josephson ef
is commensurate with that of an ac drive. This mea
that a plot ofGN vs Vdc would exhibit dramatic features
(spikes and dips) at certain values ofVdc, even in the
absence of Josephson currents. We point out that suc
effect would differ substantially from the standard Shap
steps: In junctions of the type considered here,Vdc is
always equal toIdcyG, so no phase-locking mechanism
is present. In order to observe the effects conside
in Ref. [2], one would have to either precisely tuneVdc

and/or the ac drive to make their frequencies equal a
control their relative phase, or rely on a phase-locki
mechanism which has not yet been identified. The ran
in Vdc (or Idc) over which such phase locking would occu
will depend on the nature of this unidentified mechanis
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